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Abstract 
 

Defining the identity of Indonesian comics has been a perennial topic that has arisen 
because of the vitality of local products in competition against their global counterparts. 
The dispute centers on the need of determining an indigenous visual-narratives that can 
represent Indonesian local comics. This study dismisses such attempt to present a 
different perspective that was often neglected by the local comic critics: the comic 
industry. This paper highlights the three different industries of the well known global 
comics―the Japanese, American, and European comics―that is also well received in 
Indonesia, and underscores the importance of diversity and complexity in comic 
industry. This study aims to identify the problems in the matter of determining a local 
comic formula, which is pale in comparison to the problems in comic industry.  
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Defining the identity of Indonesian comics has been a perennial topic that has 
arisen because of the vitality of local products in competition against their global 
counterparts. After the Golden Age of Indonesian comics in the 1970s, translations of 
foreign comics swamped the Indonesian market. Imported products that dominated the 
markets from the 1980s, displacing the once popular local comics from the shelves of 
local bookstores at one point, rendered those indigenous titles as lost to younger 
generations (Berman 2001, 21). Those artists who had been inspired to take up the pen 
and draw either intentionally or unintentionally reference the visual narrative styles of 
imported global comics, in particular those of the Japanese comics they grew up 
reading, which have dominated the market since the 1990s. In doing so, these artists 
have invited disapproval from others who are concerned with the issue of local identity 
in comics. 

Visual narrative styles are the most discussed topic in relation to the vitality of 
local comics among global comics. Several comic activists, supported by comic 
philistines – non-comic readers who are concerned with the issues of global visual 
narratives style in local comic – have demanded that younger generations adopt the 
visual narrative styles of the Golden Age of Indonesian comics (Martabak Bandung 
2007, 47–48), which actually have adapted other global visual narratives. Others 
criticize the hostility leveled by the community against local comics that have adopted 
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global visual narrative styles. This latter community emphasizes the diversity of visual 
narrative styles in comics and the generation gap in Indonesian readers. An examination 
of that diversity eventually reveals threads of Indonesian cultural elements that can 
connect local comics despite differences in the visual narrative styles they have adopted 
(ibid, 179–200). In the end, both sides have similar intentions: they seek to determine an 
indigenous comic formula that is applicable to Indonesian comic readers generally. 
Disregarding conflicts over visual narrative styles, each side is motivated by concerns 
about the size of the global comic market share in the local territory, and aim to find “a 
comic” that is unique to Indonesia and which can be consumed by the local people. 
Consequently, this debate centers around a fundamental misconception of unifying a 
complex state of different comic readers as a single comic reading community and 
providing a “one-size-fits-all” local visual narrative formula that is expected to be 
suitable for general Indonesian comic readers. The dispute over visual narrative styles 
hinders Indonesian critics by forcing them to emphasize empirical problems related to 
the comics industry in Indonesia. However, similar debates over visual narrative styles 
have occurred all over the world, especially after the globalization of Japanese comics, 
for which aesthetics differ from their predecessors in comic globalization: American 
and European comics. This fact shows this phenomenon occurred not only in Indonesia, 
but globally as well. 

This paper is intended to present an alternative perspective from which to 
disregard the debates on various visual narratives of major global comics and on 
determining a local comic formula in Indonesia. This paper will present local conditions 
of the reaction against global comics and the visual narrative styles with subsequent 
analysis of the misconception by offering alternative views of the global comic industry 
beyond the visual narrative styles, through comparative literature study. This study does 
not aim to determine a visual narrative formula that is appropriate for Indonesian 
comics. Instead, it will specifically examine the problem of a misconception that 
engenders an endless cycle of antagonistic conviction against global comics. This study 
also dismisses the need to secure a local formula identity. The study will return the 
focus of Indonesian comic world from superficial problems of determining a formula of 
Indonesian comics, towards more practical problems such us distribution, promotion, 
and production in local comic industry. 

Debates on the Visual Narratives of Global Comics 

Global comics in this paper refer to products of comic cultures, the market for 
which has expanded beyond national borders. They are consumed globally. Three 
global comic forces are commonly acknowledged: American, European, and Japanese 
comics (Itō 2010, 4). Globalization of American and European comics occurred long 
before the wave of Japanese comics that followed in the 1990s. Indonesia has been 
influenced almost simultaneously by these three comic cultures1. The growth of global 
comics, especially that for Japanese comics in the 1990s, was prominent because of the 
waning importance of indigenous comics, which diminished in the late 1970s (Martabak 

                                                 
1 Japanese animation shows entered Indonesia long before the first Japanese comics were translated. 

Titles such as Mazinger, Voltus V and Getter Robo were available in video beta rental stores in the mid 
1980s. In the context of Japanese pop culture, animation can be seen as a gate to familiarize the 
audience with comics. More of this can be read in the following section of the paper.  
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Bandung 2006, 74).2 The visual narrative styles of American and European comics were 
adopted and then adapted first by Indonesian people. The first Japanese comic style-
influenced local comics were published in the mid-1990s. 
 

 
Fig. 1-a 

“Midnight Journey” by rie 

 
Fig. 1-b 

“Alia” by Djoko Hartanto et al. 
 

 
Fig. 1-c 

“Duo Hippo Dinamis: Tersesat di Byzantium” by Trinity et al. 

                                                 
2 Numerous explanations have arisen for the bankruptcy of the local comic industry. Among them are the 

lack of support of the government (Berman 2001, 21–22), lack of comic artist regeneration (Martabak 
2006, 74), and general disinterest of the public in the comic industry (ibid, 75). 
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Indonesian people recognize the influences of major comic cultures. They can 
distinguish comics according to their visual narrative styles. Three Indonesian comic 
activists, Ahmad, Maulana, and Zpalanzani, who named themselves the Martabak 
Bandung Team, study differences among respective comic cultures according to their 
visual narrative styles and their intrinsic values such as plots, themes, and drawing 
styles. They compiled their studies in Keliling Komik Dunia (Around the World of 
Comics, 2006) to introduce the diversity of comics to readers. It was published by the 
publisher of most translated Japanese comics. The book is their response to endless 
disputes among Indonesian people on the subject of global comics and their visual 
narrative styles as they have been adopted in Indonesia. Debate has arisen mostly 
between local comic artists who have adopted a Japanese style and those who have 
followed American aesthetics (Ismail 2010, 61). The Indonesian public generalizes the 
visual narrative styles of global comics into an American style defined by bulging 
muscles of superheroes, a European style comprising clean and simplified lines, and 
Japanese cartoonish styles with realistic backgrounds (Martabak Bandung 2006, 109). 
The figures below show the samples of indigenous comics which are adapting each 
Japanese (Fig. 1-a), the American (Fig. 1-b), and European (Fig. 1-c) visual narratives.  

The advent of the last wave of global comics in the 1990s was signified by the 
large shares of space occupied by Japanese comics in bookstores, with subsequent local 
attempts to mimic and adapt Japanese styles. Later, comic activists declared that the 
Indonesian comic industry had been “attacked” and “colonized” by foreign comics. That 
antipathy, bordering on antagonism, continues, as typified by the following author’s 
comment in a local comic book: 

Indonesia itu dari dulu sudah terbiasa dengan penjajahan dimana kita harus berjuang 
melawannya dengan bergerilya. Komik Indonesia pun saat ini sedang bernasib sama, 
terjajah oleh komik terjemahan. 

Since a long time ago, Indonesia has been accustomed to colonization. Then we fought 
against it with guerilla warfare. Indonesian comics are also currently being colonized by 
translated foreign comics. (author’s translation) 

Merdeka di Bukit Selarong (Independence in Selarong Hill) 2010, p.189 

Older generations in particular lament that contemporary comics do not 
resemble the local comics of their Golden Age (Martabak Bandung 2006, 90). The most 
commonly attacked target in the dispute is Japanese comics because of their distinctive 
aesthetics compared to the American and the European comics. Some readers are 
concerned about the imperialistic force of Japanese comics: the current generation 
mostly adopts their styles when creating local comics. Attempts have been undertaken 
to revive local comics that are not Japanese-influenced, but their products have been 
regarded as visual narratives of other comic cultures (Berman 2001, 23). An early 
attempt to introduce a local comic that was not Japanese in style was the release of 
Caroq in the 1996, showing the adventures of an Indonesian superhero. The comic was 
eventually criticized as an adaptation of the style unique to American superhero comics 
(ibid.). This is a prominent example of the visual narrative style taking importance in 
the debates of local comic identity. 

Concern about global comics, especially related to the later wave of Japanese 
comics and the adaptation of its visual narrative styles, has also occurred throughout the 
world. The anthology Manga wa Ekkyō suru! (Beyond Borders: The Transnational 
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Power of Manga) examines the way in which Japanese comics gained global popularity 
to the extent that the Japanese word for comic, manga, has become a common term in 
the international comic world. The anthology highlights some cases in Germany 
(Berndt, 2010), Thailand, Indonesia, and the United States (Ono, 2010), some 
introducing cases of local people producing indigenous titles by adapting Japanese 
visual narrative styles. International critics have advanced several hypotheses to explain 
the popularity of Japanese comics, but they doubt the importance of the visual narrative 
styles in its globalization, which has taken a larger scale than that of the Americans or 
Europeans. Nevertheless, the visual narrative style and its adaptation in various “local” 
comics has been symbolic of modern Japanese imperialism (Martabak Bandung 2007, 
21) in comics culture. It has heightened popular awareness about their local comic style 
and visual narrative comic styles that differ from Japanese styles (Berndt 2010, 24). 

Global Pluralism and Comics in Indonesia 

The Indonesian comic community has been exposed to the three comic cultures. 
People are able to distinguish the visual narratives of those cultures. The emergence of 
Japanese comics has expanded the comic industry to the point where the readers can 
recognize and select the comics they prefer the most. Fig. 2 presents an illustration from 
Martabak’s Bandung Histeria! Komikita (2007) quoted below. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Readers expressing their own preferences. 

“I am 60 years old. I like ‘Si Buta dari Gua Hantu.” 
“I am 31 years old. My favorite comic? Of course it’s Tintin, the greatest comic ever!” 
“I’m 25 years old, and I love Dragonball, so kewl man!” 
“I’m 24 years old, single and sweet and I love Candy-Candy!” 
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“MY NEIGHBOR’S COMIC, MR HASMI! I LOVE GUNDALA, GODAM, ETC. 
FOREVER. I’M 56 YEARS OLD!” 
“I love humor comics. That’s why I love Doraemon. I’m still sweet 17.” 
“Tintin? Boring… I love girls comic, shōjo manga, I’m 21!” 
“US Heroes all the way, man! I’m 28 years old!” 
“I like Batman, I think he’s cool. I’m 25, yo.” 
“I DON’T WANT TO KNOW. I LOVE RA KOSASIH, MAHABARATA, 
BHARATAYUDHA, SRI ASIH, BLAH… BLAH… BLAH… OTHERS? DO I EVEN 
CARE!! And I’m 61 years old.” 
“I am 15 years old. Mm… I love… Detective Conan… though..” (author’s translation) 

 

 
Fig. 3 Readers fail to understand the appeal of other visual narrative styles. 

“Why’s the comic not colored?” 
“This comic is so ancient.” 
“It’s colored, but it’s so thin. It’s a waste.” 
“Hmm… it’s not that interesting.” (author’s translation) 

However, Fig. 3 depicts how readers feel if they already prefer a comic culture’s 
visual narrative style. They have accepted a genre derived from a certain comic culture, 
but they have difficulty understanding other visual narrative styles. The comics 
preferences create walls separating readers of different comic cultures, which then 
engender refusal to read other forms of comics with other visual narrative styles. 
Indonesian publishing companies acknowledge the stark nature of preferences in 
publishing translated global comics. They tend to generalize products of different comic 
cultures collectively as “comics” and arrange the comics to occupy the same area of a 
bookstore. Nevertheless, Indonesians still attempt to categorize the differences and 
apply their judgments to indigenous Indonesian comics. 

The most distinctive example is the arrangement of comic books in local 
bookstores. Japanese, European, and American comic books are usually displayed 
separately in the same “comic section”. The indigenous comic books are placed 
according to the visual narrative styles they show. The local comics influenced by a 
Japanese style are presented with the translated Japanese comics, whereas Europe-
influenced ones can be located on the translated European shelf, with American ones 
not far from the books which have similar formats. Several types of local Indonesian 
comic books with different purposes, such as comics to promote a locale, can be found 
in the “travel” section of a bookstore. 
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Another example is apparent in the way reviewers and editors of local comic 
books assign a visual narrative style to a review of a local comic book. This is probably 
done to inform the readers so that they can choose a book that meets their preferences. 
Especially if the book format resembles that of a translated Japanese style comic: black 
ink on white paper, in a thick volume. This review of an indigenous comic, as shown 
below, is an example. 

Komik strip antikorupsi bergaya komik Eropa ini berhasil menjawil 
pembaca setiap minggu. 

This anti-corruption comic with a European style takes the attention of the 
readers every week. (author’s translation) 

Mal Jagung: Kabut Manusia (Fog of People) 2009, review by Hikmat 
Darmawan 

The process of specifying a visual narrative style to a project underscores the 
extent of visual narrative style differentiation in Indonesia. Clients of a comic book 
project can ask artists and art studios to draw in a specific visual narrative style for their 
project. They expect that a certain visual narrative style will work best for a certain 
audience profile. Artists, in such situations, are flexible to changing their drawing style. 
A local artist from Jakarta’s 7 Blue Artland Studio, in an interview conducted on 
September 18, 2010, stated that a client specified that her studio not draw a Japanese 
comic style because the comic book she was assigned to was targeted to a more general 
audience. 

The participants in the Indonesian comic industry––the readers, distributors, 
reviewers, artists, also clients––have understood the preferences of visual narrative 
styles, and how they are useful to determine the classification of readers. However, the 
diversity behind the preferences is defined only by the differences of visual narrative 
styles. The complexity of different comic cultures is kept hidden behind the assumption 
that they are the “same comic medium” but they use different visual narrative styles. 
This error encourages comic activists to believe that there is some local formula that can 
be applicable to all comic readers in general. 

Global Comics Industry 

The three main visual narrative styles represent the three major players of global 
comics. However, the three major players of global comics cannot be regarded simply 
as products of the comic medium with different visual narrative formulas. American, 
European, and Japanese comic industries represent three cultures that use the comic 
medium in different ways and for different purposes. 

Japanese comics were put on the global market and become the center of the 
global comic debate mainly because of their large number and their distinctive visual 
narrative style, but comic scholar Jaqueline Berndt argues that the key to their success is 
their diversity and complexity (Berndt 2010, 27). Japanese comics provide specific 
contents for specific readers from every age and social class, exposing the potential of 
common-consumption that has never been achieved from the exclusivity of European 
and American comics. Office workers and housewives can find specific comics for their 
own enjoyment and for that of their children. The diversity is related to the large scale 
of the industry: specificity arises when the industry has grown large. Japanese comics 
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are mass-produced. In most cases, the longevity of a series depends on the economic 
interests of the readers and publisher. The producer and distributor of comics, the 
publisher, has teams of editors who survey market needs and who control the number 
and quality of a comic’s production, so the comics can be put into a fixed production 
cycle. This profit-orientation stimulates competition within the market. Practices of 
media mixing, which have been commonly employed in Japanese comics culture, offer 
additional modes of entry for non-comic readers to become acquainted with this 
medium. Popular comic titles are often adapted into animated movies, live action 
dramas, video games, and merchandised goods. The original comic edition will have a 
special corner in book store chains that is accessible once it has received a chance to 
appear on the screen. This advanced Japanese media mixing strategy later gives 
smoother access of adaptations between comics and other media. Thereby, many TV 
dramas, game titles, and animated films are eventually adapted into comics. The world 
of Japanese comics cannot be discussed without mentioning the large scale of 
participatory culture, wherein readers draw their own parody versions of current titles, 
self-publish them, and sell them to fellow fans at comic conventions or through online 
stores. Recreating from what they have consumed is, in a way, sharing their method of 
reading and socializing with fellow readers. This also encourages them to draw comics, 
and to become involved in the canonical industry eventually. These are the 
characteristics of Japanese comic industry that inspire its expansion as a popular culture. 

The French comic industry is the antithesis of the Japanese business. Comic 
scholar Bart Beaty stated that it is miniscule in comparison to the Japanese comic 
industry (Beaty 2007, 112). French comics are printed in much smaller runs and are 
slow paced. The European mode of celebrating comics as art is demonstrated by the 
way conventions of European comic aficionados at venues such as the state-funded 
Angoulême Comic Festival have an atmosphere similar to that of an art exhibition, 
playing down the commercial aspects, and wherein serious issues related to comics are 
discussed (Beaty ibid, 121–122). The French celebrate comics as a ninth art, affirming 
the notion of French comics as a more exclusive product than its global counterparts. 

American comics have a close aesthetic relation with the European comic forms 
(ibid, 112). American comics, especially underground comics, resemble those of the 
French. Consequently, French readers have a taste for American comics, and sometimes 
demand that their authors participate in French comic book writing. According to 
American comic scholar Odagiri Hiroshi, American comics are divisible into two 
different types: thin comic books intended for adults and comic strip which are 
eventually made into thicker volumes and are regarded as targeted to children (Odagiri 
2007, 4). The type of American comic that is mostly cited by critics in discussions of 
visual narratives of comics is the more popular comic books, which are famous for their 
superhero themes. The popular superhero comics are distributed mainly to specific 
comic book and toy stores, and have therefore become inaccessible to a general 
audience, thereby giving them a more exclusive nuance. Like the Japanese industry, the 
American comic industry is not new to media mixing: various merchandises are 
manufactured, although sales outlets are limited to specialized stores. A more 
illustrative example of this practice is the recent increase in comic-book adapted 
Hollywood movies, which, given their scale, should have introduced audiences all over 
the world to the original comic versions. However, contrary to the Japanese marketing 
strategy, with special corners of stores dedicated to comics, American comic books 
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themselves are not seen as promoted in public places, so they rarely give an occasion to 
expand the readership community circle. Consequently, some people failed to recognize 
several popular movies such as Spiderman as being adapted from comic books 
(Martabak 2007, 12). 

The contrast among the three cultures is more striking if we examine the 
conditions in which a product of one culture is adopted by another. Japanese translated 
versions of European and American comics are published by a non-manga publishing 
company and are arranged in the art corners of book stores (Berndt 2010, 20). The 
contrast also extends to the way a reader who is familiar with one comic culture 
responds to another culture’s product. Berndt described how readers who are exposed to 
reading Japanese comics are opposed to reading and understanding the products of other 
comic cultures (ibid, 23). The same phenomenon occurs in Indonesia, as described in an 
earlier explanation of the dispute about visual narratives and the explanation for Fig. 3. 

Researcher Jean-Marie Bouissou described the three comic cultures using an 
interesting metaphor. Bouissou portrayed the comics industries as T-shirt outlets, where 
the Japanese comic industry provides T-shirts of various sizes and the French industry 
produces and sells a one-size-fits-all T-shirt (Bouissou 2006, 153). Given the metaphor 
and the explanation given above, Americans might be regarded as providing two sizes; 
and Japanese buyers constantly try to modify and resell the T-shirt afterwards. 

Nevertheless, the comics described in this section are not the only ones purveyed 
in a comic culture of a country. Presumably other significant comics are sold, such as 
political cartoons and newspaper comics. However, the comics discussed above are 
stereotypical ones associated most closely to the respective comics cultures given the 
discussion related to global comics and their visual narrative styles. 

Comparisons of the three comic cultures above established the foundation of 
differences between the main global comic players far beyond the visual narrative 
styles. When the products are globalized, the culture––reading methods and modes of 
consumption––will be adopted by other countries as well. Japanese, European, and 
American comics are to be understood not just as “comics” with three different visual 
narrative styles, but as three different industries, creating the respective comics which 
are treated and read in diverse ways. The Japanese comics that have been globalized on 
an unprecedented scale have received attention and popularity because of their mature 
industry rather than because of their visual narrative style. Nevertheless, the popularity 
of Japanese comics and the adaptation of its visual narrative style all over the world 
have elevated awareness of other forms of comics (Berndt 2010, 24).  

Defining a Local Comic Formula in Relation to Global Comics 

Regarding the emergence of global comics, Japanese comics have particularly 
increased awareness about non-Japanese visual narrative styles, and have stimulated the 
desire for local comics. Comic activists who are concerned with the presence of the 
global comic cultures believe that more suitable comics exist for local people, which 
raises the topic of local comic identity in Indonesia. This movement has also 
engendered a never-ending dispute related to visual narrative styles (Ismail 2010, 61) 
used in the past because each party believes that the visual narrative they adopt can 
appeal to the other party just as it appealed to them. Consequently, defining a local 
comic identity is performed under the premise that a single local formula exists that can 
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appeal to all Indonesian comic readers, or which is applicable to local Indonesian 
comics.  

However, there are two main problems in the concept of determining local 
comics formula. The first problem is the impossibility of determining a single local 
comics formula. Yet, there have been enforcements related to the way local comic 
formula or the way local comic situation should have been. More vocal voices of this 
attempt are those of older generations of Indonesians supported by sympathetic citizens 
who do not read comics and who are aware of the unfavorable presence of global 
comics, along with nationalists, who look back on the Golden Age in the 1970s, when 
local comics were read by many (Bara Betina discussion, April 22, 2010). However, 
current conditions are not the same given the present level of comic literacy: readers are 
aware of global comic cultures, recognize their own and others’ preferences, and have 
multiple reading motivations. Moreover, the advancement of technology has 
encouraged diversity and complexity. Protests stating that local comics should be 
cultured (Redaksi Komik Magz 2010) or should have daily applicability to Indonesian 
life (keseharian) (Martabak 2010, 187–189) are stating the conditions and requirements 
of a local formula. 

The current situation of Indonesian comics can be illustrated with Fig. 4 as 
follows. 

 
Fig. 4 Present condition of Indonesian comic industry. 

Condition A� shown by the gray area� shows the complicated nature of the 
present Indonesian comic culture. Condition A presents the phenomenon by which 
many communities exist in Indonesian comics. It is based on various reading 
motivations and visual narrative stylistic preferences. Possibilities exist by which 
readers can consume multiple comic cultures. Thereby, they can participate in multiple 
communities. Another condition, B, illustrates the error in attempting to unite condition 
A into one community and enforcing a local formula that is designed to fulfill the needs 
of all readers within A. 

The idealist notion of determining an ideal shape for popular culture is the 
misconception of defining a local formula. It diverts attention of the critics from the 
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more practical problems of local comics and discourages artists from expanding its 
capabilities3. We can question whether the intention of defining a local formula of 
Indonesian comics is purely political, based on the sense of crisis confronting them in 
globalization, or whether it arose as an immediate problem that must be enforced now. 
Nevertheless, seeing that this happens globally, one might conclude that this 
phenomenon arose in reaction to the globalization of comics in general, and to Japanese 
comics in particular. This phenomenon is not limited to Indonesia or to the comic 
medium. 

The second problem in the notion of determining a local visual-narratives 
comics formula, is as shown by the discussion in the previous section: when we learned 
that the popularity of Japanese comics and the large scale of its globalization was 
motivated by the size and maturity of Japanese comics industry in Japan. Therefore, if 
the case was taken as an example, the factor of Indonesia comic independence relies on 
the expansion of its comic industry. This includes the hope to see potentials in the 
diversity of local comic industry, not by determining a single visual-narrative formula. 

If Indonesian comic community is diverse, artists and publishers have to fill the 
needs diverse reader. In this matter, local comics cannot be enforced to be read by other 
classes of readers. 

The phenomenon of the lack of local comic readers and products proves that 
Indonesian in dire need to expand the industry. We have to put in mind that the 
indigenous comics has instead be targeted to a new community of readers that harbors 
interests in particular local comic products. The looming problem is how to assemble 
readers to read local comics and to determine the potential of local comic activities. 

MAKKO, an Indonesian online comic magazine, started to publish monthly 
online comic titles with an editorial system resembling that used by the Japanese. They 
did not limit the artists to any visual narrative style as long as the contents were 
accessible to Indonesians. They also provided articles related to the subject of global 
comic products. They can embrace readers of different comic communities without 
trying to unite them, and offer a new local comic product. Consequently, they can softly 
encourage readers from other communities to read the local comic products. 

Nurturing Comics as Popular Culture 

Globalization of Japanese comics has increased the awareness of comic 
communities of their respective local comics and other global comics. This phenomenon 
is apparent worldwide. However, locally, a tendency exists to determine an ideal visual 
narrative formula for their local comic which can embrace the readers of other comic 
cultures. Although this desire to raise a local comic formula is honorable for political 
purposes, the act of subverting the variety and complexity brought by the global 
influences in favor of a single local formula can be misleading. 

The immediate need to determine a local formula to compete with globalism, 
without further understanding the complexity of the industry is an error and a distraction 

                                                 
3 Rizky Arridesta, in the end note of his book Xenopet, declares that his comic is only a copy of a well 

known Japanese series, signifying his discouragement because of the lack of understanding of others of 
the global-influenced local manga. Rie, a comic artist, stated on Twitter that constantly changing her 
visual narratives discouraged her from expanding the visual narrative style she originally used. 
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from more empirical problems that are presumably unique to each locale. Global comics 
should be regarded as a helpful entity that can help local artists discover their canons 
(Richter, 2006). Ito (2010), Richter (2006), Yamanaka (2006), Berndt (2010), and 
Jenkins (2006) question nationalism as a standpoint in presenting popular culture such 
as comics. Popular culture is a product of pleasure and entertainment (Bouissou, 2006) 
and motivated less by any ideological, political and cultural notions of a country. 
Therefore, deciding some terms of its exclusivity to make it an exclusive culture product 
will undermine its purpose as a medium for popular culture. 

The visual narrative of a comic is a tool of expression (Itō 2010, 16). Japanese 
comics have piqued the interest of many people, and have prevailed because of their 
openness and flexibility as popular culture, in contrast to the more exclusive comics of 
the French and Americans. The success was not brought by a predetermined definition 
of a local formula. The formula must be decided by the artists who use comics as tool of 
their expression, and by the players in the industry: publishers, distributors, and readers. 
Those players have economic interests that demand consideration. Consequently, in 
deciding what the formula of local comics might be, our credibility is in question: we 
are researchers who investigate, study, and predict outcomes based on facts, or are we 
the critics of older generations who are trapped in nostalgia? 

Future Research 

Debates about the local the visual narrative of Indonesian comic formula have 
distracted critics from immediate problems facing Indonesian comics. Local workshops 
have discussed the subject of determining a local comic formula. They are attended by 
the same faces and discuss the same topic. Local comic exhibitions such as the recent 
Bara Betina 2011 have invited comic artists with various visual narrative identities to 
display their art in hopes of testifying to the diversity and present development of local 
comics. They hope to embrace various audiences. Although opened to the public, the 
exhibition was located in an art gallery and was attended by only a handful of people 
with keen interest in the matter of local comics and art. In exhibitions that take place in 
accessible venues such as universities and shopping malls, artists and publishers are 
sometimes greeted by reactions of surprise from audiences and readers who are not 
aware of the existence of local comics, despite the considerable number of 50 local 
comic titles published by the same publisher who also releases the ever-popular 
translated Japanese comics. Readers outside regional capitals also have difficulty in 
reaching the progress of local comics because of their unavailability outside Indonesia’s 
larger cities, underscoring the problem of distribution. 

Because of the antagonism against global comic-influenced styles, and because 
of the low economic appreciation shown to indigenous comics, local artists who are 
mainly influenced by global comics in a period of the absence of local comics start to 
secure employment in foreign comic studios or publishing companies outside of the 
country4, which emphasizes the risk of growing a local comic formula if the nation will 
not appreciate the potential of comics. 

Empirical problems related to local comics are mostly economic, and are 
attributable to the nature of comics as a profit-oriented expression of popular culture. 
The phenomenon is reasonable when viewed in light of the lack interest in investing in 

                                                 
4 This was also emphasized by Sunny Gho at the Bara Betina Exhibition in 2011. 
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local comics because of the diverse appeal of existing global comics. Gathering new 
readers and building up a new community for new local markets is a more significant 
task in the present Indonesian comic world, rather than determining a formula for local 
comics. An immediate need exists for players in the Indonesian comic world to know 
the market and to embrace it. Because of the media mixing nature of popular global 
comics, possibilities exist for the popularity of a comic to provide new entry through 
other forms of media such as movies, animated films, games, or merchandise, which 
can be assessed through surveys of other forms of media that can attract new readers. If 
the Martabak team presented the topic of a generation gap as an important factor in 
associating a global comic influence and genre and their readers, then other factors must 
be considered, such as economic income and the availability of information tools. The 
next problem to be answered related to Indonesian local comics is the empirical 
problems presented by the market, which can be assessed through a thorough field 
examination, interviews, and surveys. 
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